Helix Nebula - The Science Cloud
Pre-Commercial Procurement
17 March 2016
Bob Jones, CERN
All information contained herein are for discussion purposes only and shall
not be considered a commitment on the part of CERN or the Buyers group.

Logistics
IT Ampitheatre
No food and drink inside the Ampitheatre
Please keep doors & windows closed as the A/C system will not work if
they are open
To make telephone calls during the meeting, stay in the closed corridor
/ coffee area to avoid disturbing people in their offices
Bathrooms are on the same floor at the other end of the building

Lunch
Self-service cafeteria in building 504 (1st floor)

Taxi
Please fully complete the taxi form and place in designated box 4
hours prior to departure
The drop-off box is in the coffee area
You can reach the taxi company at +41 22 320 22 02

17/03/2016
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HNSciCloud PCP project phases
9 months

14 months

Preparation

Implementation

• Analysis of requirements,
current market offers and
relevant standards
• Build stakeholder group
• Develop tender material

7 months

Sharing
• Best practises
• Recommendations
• Training

Design

Prototype

...

Pilot

Launch of
tender

Pilots tested &
assessed

Jun’18

Jan’16

We are
here

Objectives of this meeting
Share information about the pre-commercial
procurement
Gather feedback to prepare the tender material
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Agenda for today
Information session (10:00 - 12:30 CET)
This session will be webcast.
This session will include a series of presentations that will provide an
overview of the HNSciCloud project and consortium, the pre-commercial
procurement process and the objectives of the procurement activity.
It will include information about the use-cases to be supported, their
technical requirements as well as the legal and contractual framework in
which the procurement will be executed.
Information session (13:30 - 17:00 CET)
This session will NOT be webcast.
This will be an interactive session between the HNSciCloud group of
procurers & external partners on the one hand, and potential suppliers
present at the open market consultation on the other, to explore the
requirements of the procurement, how it matches current market
offerings and where developments will be necessary.
In order to actively participate in this session, it is strongly recommended
that the company representatives present have a
technical/architectural role.
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Information Session
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The Helix Nebula Science Cloud
public-private partnership

LHC computing resources in 2014
• 3.4 billion CPU hours
• 100 PetaBytes storage
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The Helix Nebula Initiative
The Helix Nebula initiative has
brought together research
organisations, data providers,
publicly funded einfrastructures and European
commercial cloud service
providers to develop a hybrid
cloud model with
procurement and governance
approaches suitable for the
dynamic cloud market

The preferred model for public research
organisations is a hybrid cloud that combines
in-house resources with public einfrastructures and commercial cloud services
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HNSciCloud Joint Pre-Commercial Procurement
Procurers: CERN, CNRS, DESY, EMBL-EBI, ESRF,
IFAE, INFN, KIT, SURFSara, STFC
Experts: Trust-IT & EGI.eu
The group of procurers have committed
• >1.6M€ of procurement funds
• Manpower for testing/evaluation
• Use-cases with applications & data
• In-house IT resources
To procure innovative IaaS level cloud services
integrated into a hybrid cloud model
• Commercial cloud services
• European e-Infrastructures
Services will be made available to end-users
from many research communities
Co-funded via H2020 (Jan’16-Jun’18)
• Grant Agreement 687614

Total procurement commitment >5M€
Bob Jones, CERN
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What will be procured
A joint science cloud platform for the European research community
Combining services at the IaaS level into an environment supporting
the full lifecycle of science workflows
The R&D services to be developed will need to be integrated with
Resources in data centres operated by the buyers group
European-scale publicly funded e-Infrastructures

As a hybrid platform on which a competitive marketplace of
European cloud players can develop their own services for a wider
range of users beyond research and science
3/17/2016
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User groups to be supported
High Energy Physics
LHC experiments
Belle II
COMPASS

Astronomy
CTA – Cherenkov Telescope Array
MAGIC
Pierre Auger Observatory

Life Sciences
ELIXIR
Euro-BioImaging
Pan-Cancer
BBMRI
WeNMR

Photon/Neutron science
PETRA III, European XFEL, 3DIX, OCEAN, OSIRIS

Long tail of science
Etc.

Going Beyond HNSciCloud
HNSciCloud is the first in a possible series of EC
co-funded projects
Progression from R&D to production services
Extend functionality with higher-level services
Broaden the user base

Bob Jones, CERN
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Research Infrastructures
ESFRI RIs are facilities, resources or services of a
unique nature identified by European research
communities to conduct top-level research activities
in all fields

Updated roadmap identifies
29 Landmarks (2 new) and 21 Projects (6 new)
All new entries have been evaluated also for e-needs
All the Roadmap Projects are monitored also for
e-infrastructure aspects
The Landscape Analysis has been carried out for all
thematic areas and for the transversal
e-INFRASTRUCTURES - Helix Nebula is included
Bob Jones, CERN
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An IT model for
Research Infrastructures
Other

Computing

Bob Jones, CERN
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European Cloud Initiative

European Cloud Initiative will focus on:
• European Open Science Cloud: a trusted, open environment
for storing, sharing and re-using scientific data and results
• European Data Infrastructure: a world-class digital
infrastructure to securely access, move, share and process
data in Europe
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EIROforum position paper on the European Open Science Cloud

This position paper is a rallying call
for adoption of a strategic approach
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.34264

November 2015, 26 pages

Endorsed by the Director Generals of
all EIROforum members and
accompanied by a statement of intent
to enact this strategy

CERN EUROFUSION
EFDA
EMBL

ESA

ESO

ESRF

European XFEL

ILL

Summary
Helix Nebula Science Cloud is a Pre-Commercial Procurement project with a
budget of more than 5M€ that is co-funded by the European Commission

The objective is to produce a hybrid cloud platform for the European research
community
Changes to the procurement process in the public research sector are necessary to
benefit from a dynamic Digital Single Market and should be supported by the
platform
Commercial cloud services are expected to play an increasing role in the
computing models of scientific Research Infrastructures as part of a hybrid cloud
platform
Such a hybrid cloud platform has a potential market that includes many ESFRI
landmarks and projects
Helix Nebula Science Cloud is the first in a foreseen series of EC co-funded projects
which will contribute to the European Cloud Initiative
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Accelerating Science and Innovation

